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The monsoon season,which ended on September 30,saw a 9.4 per cent deficit in rainfall against a forecast of normal monsoon by weather agencies.All four

meteorological divisions recorded lesser rainfall than normal.

RBI’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted 5-1 in favour of leaving the policy repo rate unchanged,against consensus expectations for a 25bp hike.The

RBI’s policy stance was changed from‘neutral’to ‘calibrated tightening’, indicating that rate cuts are off the table and the next move will either be a hike or

no change

In view of rising crude prices,the central government announced a reduction of INR1.5/litre in the central excise duty on petrol and diesel. In addition,it also

asked the public sector oil-marketing companies to absorb INR1/litre in petrol and diesel prices by lowering their margins. The decision to ask OMC’s to

absorb INR1/liter is being seen as a partial roll back of one ofthe most important reforms offuel price de-regulation.

The total gross GST revenue collected in September was Rs. 94,442 crore, a marginal improvement over previous month, and well below the target of Rs.

1,00,000 crore,raising concerns around Government's fiscal math.

Key Domestic Economic Data

Key Global Events
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India's Manufacturing PMI strengthened in Septemberto 52.2 from 51.7 in August led by gains in new orders,output and employment.

India’s Services PMI touched 50.9 in September,down from 51.5 recorded in August led by weak demand.Broad sector data showed that underlying growth

in activity and new work remained strongest in information and communication sector. In contrast, weakness was seen in the finance and insurance and

business services categories.

CPI inflation for August 2018 stood at 3.7% (consensus estimate: 3.8%) vs.4.2% last month.Sequentially, inflation rose by 43bps vs.87bps last month.Core

inflation fell to 6.0%,from 6.1% last month.

IIPforJuly came in at 6.6% (consensus estimate: 6.5%) vs.7.0% last month and 1.0% a year ago led by consumer durables,infrastructure and primary goods.
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As expected, US fed raised fed funds rate by 25bps to 2-2.25%, fed statement remained hawkish. The Fed was quite upbeat on economic outlook and

upgraded its growth forecasts.The dot plot shows 3.13% fed rate by 2019-end, implying four more rate hikes.Fed also revised upwards 2018 GDP estimate

by 30bps to 3.1% and 2019 GDP estimate by 10bps to 2.8%.

Italian Government proposed to set the fiscal deficit target for next 3 years at 2.4%, against a previous government’s commitment of 0.8%, setting it on a

path of confrontation with the ECB.

Oil continued to trade at elevated levels,in anticipation of supply disruption,as Iran sanctions take effectfrom November 4th.
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Over short term,due to concerns around crude oil prices, rupee depreciation,prospects of government turning populist ahead of elections,US-China trade

war,geo-politics around Iran etc.we are cautious on equity markets.

Over medium term, Indian equities continue to offer attractive investment opportunity. We are positive on India growth story and resilience in corporate

earnings over nextfewyears.

At current levels,STPs and SIPs should be preferred route in nearterm.We continue to prefer large caps over mid & small caps.

Sumit Bhatnagar, CFA

Head - Equity
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The Economy

Inflation
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Industrial production measured bythe IIP expanded 6.6% inJuly,the 2nd consecutive month of above trend growth,marginally slowerthan a downwardly revised 6.8% inJune led

by higher growth in capital goods and consumer durables. IIP growth for April-July is at 5.4%, higher than 1.7% in the year ago period. The Infrastructure or core sector output

growth fell to 4.2% in Augustfrom 7.3% inJuly.
Trade deficit narrowed in August, after having widened to a more than 5-year high in July, driven largely by a 19.1% surge in exports. The deficit narrowed to $17.4 billion from

$18.02 billion in the previous month.Oil imports grew 51.6% while non-oil imports were up 18.2%.The trade deficit during April-August FY 2018 has widened to USD 80.4 billion

from USD 67.2 billion in the same period lastyear.
The central government reported a fiscal deficit of 5.91 lakh cr for April-August or 94.7% of the budgeted target for FY 2019, compared with 5.25 cr (96.1%) a year ago. The

deficit was at 5.40 cr (86.5%) for April-July, reported in the previous month. The government expects to meet its FY 2019 fiscal deficit target of 3.3% having met its upwardly

revised FY 2018 target of 3.5%.
The central government will borrow a lower-than-expected 2.47 lakh cr, through 21 weekly auctions, from the local debt market in 2HFY19. The government had planned to

borrow 6.06 lakh cr in FY 2019, of which it aimed to borrow 2.88 lakh cr in 1HFY19. Gross debt will thus be lower by 700 cr than the budgeted amount with net borrowing

through 2HFY19 at 1.9 lakh cr.
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Retail (CPI) Inflation fell sharply for the 2nd consecutive month to 3.69% in August 18 from 4.17% in July 18, driven majorly by decelerating food inflation. Inflation in all

components except fuel and light moderated. Core inflation also declined to 5.9% from 6.3% in July 18.The favorable base effect continues to support the inflation rate but the

MSP impact kicking in from next month and the depreciation in the INR with rising petroleum prices,is threatening the forward inflation trajectory projections.
Wholesale (WPI) inflation also fell forthe 2nd month in a rowto 4.53% in Augustfrom 5.09% inJuly,due to cheaperfood articles,especiallyfruits and vegetables.

Foreign Fund Flows

� Foreign fund (FPI) flows into Indian debt markets turned negative in September reversing inflows witnessed in the prior 2 months. FPI’s had turned net buyers of Indian debt for
the first time in 5 months in July, buying (net) the highest quantum of Indian debt in 7 months in August. FPIs sold (net) debt worth 10,198 cr in September against a purchase
(net) worth 3,414 cr in the previous month.
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RBI (MPC) - Monetary policy meeting (October 3-5, 2018)

� RBI’s MPC in its 4th bi-monthly monetary policy meeting of FY 2019, decided to keep the policy repo rate unchanged at 6.50% though it changed its stance from ‘neutral’ to

‘calibrated tightening’. RBI has projected Consumer (CPI) inflation at 4% in Q2, 3.9-4.5% in H2, and 4.8% in Q1FY20 with risks somewhat to the upside. RBI retained the real GDP

growth projection at 7.4% for FY19,it revised downward the Q2 projection for FY19 by 10 bps to 7.4%.While Q4 GDP projection was made at 7.1%.

Outlook

Liquidity
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Liquidity turned deep in the negative overall for the month of September from marginally positive in the previous month.Liquidity was comfortably in surplus from the beginning

of the month on government spending but turned deficit from around the 11th due to an increase in government cash balances and RBI’s forex interventions. It further turned

sharply negative on the 17th due to tax outflows.
Intra system liquidity eased substantially thereafter helped by announcement of liquidity measures by the central bank, introduction of ample variable rate repos across tenors.

System liquidity improved with government spending and the system closing the month at a surplus of around 10,000 cr.
RBI conducted two OMO's on the 19th and 27th of September injecting 20,000 cr of durable liquidity into the system.RBI injected liquidity,under its LAF,of around 40,000 cr on

a daily net average basis in September having absorbed around 3,000 cr in the previous month.The WACR,on an average forthe month,traded 4 bps belowthe policy repo rate.
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Debt markets closed lower in September amidst higher volatility tracking the fall in the INR to another record low and rallying crude oil prices stoking fears of higher domestic

inflation going forward.The 10-year benchmark yield rose 8bps in September.The Indian Rupee depreciated 2.4% in the month. It has been Asia's worst performing currency so

farthis yearweakening 13.5% in 2018.The benchmark Brent crude oil contract rose to a 4-year high rising another 6.7% in September.

Debt markets had turned volatile tracking sharp corrections on all major macro parameters amidst uncertainty on central bank policy. The RBI's MPC has now reiterated that

inflation targeting remains its primary policy goal while it is likely to remain tolerant regarding the INR finding its market determined level. Debt markets are thus likely to trade

range bound tracking incremental macro data–crude oil prices,MSP hike impact and the INR.

Inflation is likely to determine nominal yields on the longer horizon while short-term yields will be driven by the impending liquidity scenarios.Global market scenarios especially

the continuous rise in interest rates in USA and probabilities of increased quantum of rate hikes will weigh on the domestic markets.

The front end of the yield curve continues to provide good carry offering an attractive opportunity for investors to lock in relatively higher yields in the top rated credit segment

from a 2-3 year perspective.

Duration funds are likely to be volatile and will be good investment for those investors who can ride the volatility.Currently,a low duration accrual strategy remains our preferred

strategy.We recommend our lower maturity Ultra short term and the Short term fund,which generate high carry with low duration,for investors seeking attractive returns with

lowvolatility.

Indiabulls Savings Fund, which has ability to toggle maturity in 0-365 days is a smart option. Currently the fund is running less than 50 days maturity and the portfolio

compromises of top quality assets.With nil mark to market and constant carry, it offers a superior risk reward return vehicle for investors seeking nil interest rate volatility vehicles

till the next policy.The liquid fund forever remains a smart option for deployment of overnightfunds.


